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TIPS FOR GETTING THE DETAILS RIGHT 
 
1.  A few vivid details go farther than a slew of bland ones. Leave room for the reader's 
imagination. 
 
2.  Choose details that best create mood, reinforce character, create a sense of time and 
place. 
 
3.  Use vivid vocabulary and active verbs.  
 
4, Incorporate details into an active scene rather than a static viewing. 
 
4. The reader is seeing the world through the eyes of the POV character--use appropriate 
voice, and details that the character would notice. 
 
5. Set up your world in the opening paragraphs by highlighting unique features that 
pinpoint place or time when possible. Put these right up front to help your reader settle in 
right away. 
 
6. Incorporate details that extend beyond visual to the other four senses as well. 
 
 
TIPS FOR RESEARCHING THE DETAILS OF YOUR WORLD 
 
1.  Use media made in the era and/or country to get a sense of voice (slang, expressions, 
etc.) This might include movies, TV, radio shows, newspapers or books. Write down 
colorful words or phrases. 
 
2. Explore photographs, paintings, and any other artwork from the place or time of 
interest. (If you are writing science fiction, explore science fiction art for the kinds of 
details included. Don't copy it--just get an idea of what details really resonate with you.) 
 
3.. Children's geography books are great sources for getting a sense of other countries, 
because they convey many of the details kids would care about, and have plenty of 
pictures. 
 
4. Local archives and a growing number of online archives have oral histories that give 
many details or ordinary life. 
 
5. Visit locations in your book, or similar to your book, and take a moment to note what 
details catch your eye, ear, or nose. 
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SOME USEFUL SOURCES FOR FINDING WORLD BUILDING DETAILS 
 
http://docsteach.org/documents  An online service of the National Archives, with 
commonly researched areas of interest.  
 
http://www.old-picture.com/defining-moments.htm Lots of interesting old photos, 
sorted by topic 
 
http://www.ssa.gov/oact/babynames/  A searchable listing of the most popular baby 
names by decade from the Social Security Service. Great for naming characters! 
 
http://www.metmuseum.org/collection/the-collection-online  400,000 images of 
artwork in the Metropolitan Museum--all regions and times. 
 
http://www.coloradohistoricnewspapers.org 
An archive of more than 500,000 pages from 163 Colorado newspapers published 
between 1859 and 1923. 
 
http://digital.denverlibrary.org/ 
The Denver Public Library has an extensive collection of photographs, maps, and artwork 
of interest to Western historians. Much of the collection is digitized and searchable by 
topic. Census Data and genealogical records specific to Colorado can also be accessed 
 
http://www.digitalhistory.uh.edu/index.cfm A website of US history that links a 
variety of important primary sources with textbook information, images, and a variety of 
other types of media. 
 
http://sounds.bl.uk/Oral-history  50,000 recordings of music, the spoken word, oral 
history, and the environment from the British National Library. 


